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ABSTRACT
We investigate the identification of hydrogen-poor superluminous supernovae (SLSNe I) using a photometric analy-
sis, without including an arbitrary magnitude threshold. We assemble a homogeneous sample of previously classified
SLSNe I from the literature, and fit their light curves using Gaussian processes. From the fits, we identify four pho-
tometric parameters that have a high statistical significance when correlated, and combine them in a parameter space
that conveys information on their luminosity and color evolution. This parameter space presents a new definition for
SLSNe I, which can be used to analyse existing and future transient datasets. We find that 90% of previously classified
SLSNe I meet our new definition. We also examine the evidence for two subclasses of SLSNe I, combining their photo-
metric evolution with spectroscopic information, namely the photospheric velocity and its gradient. A cluster analysis
reveals the presence of two distinct groups. ‘Fast’ SLSNe show fast light curves and color evolution, large velocities,
and a large velocity gradient. ‘Slow’ SLSNe show slow light curve and color evolution, small expansion velocities, and
an almost non-existent velocity gradient. Finally, we discuss the impact of our analyses in the understanding of the
powering engine of SLSNe, and their implementation as cosmological probes in current and future surveys.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The last decade of observations by untargeted optical
time-domain surveys has unveiled a population of ex-
ceptionally bright optical transients, with peak magni-
tudes of M . −21, labeled “superluminous supernovae”
(SLSNe; Quimby et al. 2011; Gal-Yam 2012). There are
two broad classes: SLSNe II, which exhibit signatures
of hydrogen in their optical spectra, and SLSNe I (or
SLSNe Ic), which do not. SLSNe II are heterogeneous in
both luminosity and host environment (Gal-Yam et al.
2009; Leloudas et al. 2015b; Schulze et al. 2016), and
the bulk of the population consists of events display-
ing signatures of interaction similar to classical SNe IIn
(e.g., SN2006gy; Smith et al. 2007), with a smaller con-
tribution from intrinsically bright events reminiscent of
classical SNe II (e.g., SNe 2008es, 2013hx; Miller et al.
2009; Gezari et al. 2009; Inserra et al. 2016b). Hydrogen-
poor SLSNe (Quimby et al. 2011; Gal-Yam 2012; Inserra
et al. 2013) are the most common type of SLSN, al-
though they are still intrinsically rare compared to other
SN types (91+76−36 SNe yr
−1 Gpc−3, Prajs et al. 2017),
and spectroscopically linked to normal or broad-lined
type Ic SNe (Pastorello et al. 2010). Their characteris-
tic spectroscopic evolution and connection with massive
star explosions have been a distinctive trait of SLSNe I,
together with their typical explosion location in dwarf,
metal-poor and star-forming galaxies (e.g. Lunnan et al.
2014; Leloudas et al. 2015b; Angus et al. 2016; Perley
et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2017a).
This relatively simple description and overall SLSN I
paradigm is now becoming more complex. The original
definition of SLSNe I has been loosened in terms of the
magnitude threshold (e.g., Inserra et al. 2013; Lunnan
et al. 2016; Prajs et al. 2017), and the existence of two
subclasses of SLSNe I, with a difference in the speed of
their light-curve evolution (slow- versus fast-evolving),
is debated. The concept that all SLSNe I originate from
the same progenitor scenario and/or explosion mecha-
nism, with differences principally driven by variations in
ejecta mass (Nicholl et al. 2015b), has been challenged
by their spectroscopic evolution (Inserra et al. 2017a).
This complexity is increasing with new data releases
from the Palomar Transient Factory (De Cia et al. 2017)
and the Pan-STARRS1 Medium Deep Survey (Lunnan
et al. 2017), and with future data releases from the
Dark Energy Survey (DES) Supernova Program (DES-
SN; Bernstein et al. 2012). Moreover, the next genera-
tion of telescopes will likely bring an order of magnitude
increase in sample sizes: Scovacricchi et al. (2016) pre-
dicted 10,000 SLSNe I will be discovered by the Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), and Inserra et al.
(2017b) calculate a discovery rate of ∼200 SLSNe I dur-
ing the five-year deep field survey of the European Space
Agency Euclid satellite, with the potential for further
discoveries up to z ∼ 6 (e.g. Yan et al. 2017a; Smith
et al. 2017) with the Wide-Field InfraRed Survey Tele-
scope (WFIRST ). Mapping the spectroscopic evolution
of such a large number of targets will be challenging to
achieve.
In this paper, we introduce a new statistical approach
to defining and classifying SLSNe that could be used in
current (e.g., DES, PTF, and Pan-STARRS1) and forth-
coming large samples of SLSN I candidates. The tech-
nique neither assumes an arbitrary magnitude limit, nor
relies on a detailed spectroscopic evolution, and is devel-
oped using the published data set of SLSNe I. We also
present an analysis, based on statistical tools, showing
the existence of two subclasses from their spectrophoto-
metric evolution. These two methodologies, combined
together, will characterize and classify a homogeneous
sample of SLSNe I, as well as select those events that
can be used as cosmological standardizable candles (see
Inserra & Smartt 2014).
2. SAMPLE AND METHODOLOGY
2.1. Sample selection
We begin by constructing our SLSN I sample from
published events in the literature. We require a well-
observed sample, with at least six epochs of photometric
data between phases of −15 d to +30 d, of which at least
one must lie between−15 d and 0 d, sampling a synthetic
box filter at rest-frame 4000 A˚. This synthetic filter was
introduced in Inserra & Smartt (2014), together with a
second box filter at 5200 A˚, which are designed to sample
two regions of SLSN I spectra that are dominated by
continuum, with few absorption features. In this paper,
all phases are given in rest-frame days relative to peak
brightness in our synthetic 400 nm filter.
We further select our SLSN I sample to only con-
tain events with a single main peak in the light curve,
as otherwise there can be ambiguity in identifying the
main peak and measuring phases. We therefore exclude
those events with a ‘secondary peak’ (e.g. iPTF13dcc,
iPTF15esb; Vreeswijk et al. 2017; Yan et al. 2017b,
around 5% of the literature SLSNe I), where a ‘sec-
ondary peak’ is defined as a peak, before or after the
brightest (main) peak, showing an absolute magnitude
difference of . 1 mag with respect to the main peak.
We also remove events with Hα in their spectra (e.g.,
iPTF13ehe; Yan et al. 2015), another 5% of SLSNe I in
the literature. Note we do not exclude a priori SLSNe I
with early-time ‘bumps’ (see Table 1).
Around 50% of the published SLSN I events in the
literature pass our requirements, and these can be found
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Figure 1. The synthetic box filters at 4000 A˚ and 5200 A˚
(solid lines), together with the closest Johnson bands (B and
V respectively; dashed lines), and the closest SDSS filters (u
and g; dash-dot lines). The box filters have widths of 800 A˚
and 1000 A˚ respectively.
in Table 2, while those rejected are reported in Table 1
together with the criterion by which they are removed
from the sample.
We k-correct all published photometry for each ob-
ject to our two synthetic filters (400 nm and 520 nm),
calculated with the snake1 software package (Inserra
et al. 2016b), which also estimates the uncertainties
on the k-corrections. The synthetic filters, together
with the standard Bessell B/V filters and Sloan Dig-
ital Sky Survey (SDSS) u/g filters, are shown in Fig-
ure 1. Applying k-corrections from arbitrary observed
filters over 0.1 < z < 4.0 to B and V instead of the two
box filters would result in a difference of −0.03 mag at
peak epoch (both 400 − B and 520 − V ), and 0.01 mag
(400−B) and 0.05 mag (520− V ) around 30 days after
rest-frame maximum. When observed spectra for a spe-
cific SLSN are not available, we use an average SLSN I
time-series spectral energy distribution (SED), based on
the methodology of Prajs et al. (2017). We correct
all our observed photometry for Milky Way extinction
prior to k-correction using the prescriptions of Schlafly
& Finkbeiner (2011), but make no corrections for ex-
tinction in the SN host galaxies, which is believed to be
small (e.g. Nicholl et al. 2015b; Leloudas et al. 2015b).
Finally, we convert the rest-frame apparent magnitudes
into absolute magnitudes using a flat ΛCDM cosmol-
ogy, with H0 = 72 km s
−1 Mpc−1, Ωmatter = 0.27, and
ΩΛ = 0.73.
1 https://github.com/cinserra/S3
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Figure 2. Upper panel: Gaussian process (GP) fitting of
SN2015bn, with the george machine learning library com-
pared to a 3rd-order polynomial (dotted line). Center and
lower panels: two other example GP fits. The center panel
is SN2010gx, a well-sampled event, and the lower panel is
PTF12dam, a sparsely-sampled event. In all panels, the data
are shown as filled circles, the GP fits are solid lines, and the
uncertainty in the fit is the shaded area.
2.2. Gaussian processes regression
To estimate the SLSN I brightness around peak epoch
(−15 ≤ phase ≤ 30), where literature SLSNe I have
the most coverage, we investigate several techniques to
fit the available data set, including polynomial fitting
(as in Inserra & Smartt 2014), and interpolation using
Gaussian processes (GPs) regression (Bishop 2006; Ras-
mussen & Williams 2006). GPs are already successfully
used in several areas of astronomy (e.g. Mahabal et al.
2008; Way et al. 2009; Gibson et al. 2012) and in the
context of supernovae (e.g. Kim et al. 2013; Scalzo et al.
2014; de Jaeger et al. 2017). In supernova analyses,
GPs can be used for Bayesian regression and mean func-
tion fitting with a non-parametric approach, e.g. broad-
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Table 1. SLSNe I that did not pass our selection criteria.
Selection criterion SLSNe I
Light-curve sampling SN2006oz (1), SN2007bi (2), SNLS06D4eu (3), SNLS07D2bv (3), PTF09cwl (4), PTF09atu (4),
PTF10hgi (5), PS1-10awh (6), DES14X3taz (7), DES15E2mlf (8), SSS120810:231802-560926 (9),
LSQ14bdq (10), LSQ14an (11), SN2017egm (12)
Double peak iPTF13dcc (13), iPTF15esb (14)
Late time Hα iPTF13ehe† (15), iPTF16bad (14)
Chauvenet’s criterion DES13S2cmm (16), PS1-14bj (17)
Note—References: 1. - Leloudas et al. (2012) - 2. Gal-Yam et al. (2009) - 3. Howell et al. (2013) - 4. Quimby et al. (2011)
- 5. Inserra et al. (2013) - 6. Chomiuk et al. (2011) - 7. Smith et al. (2016) - 8. Pan et al. (2017) - 9. Nicholl et al. (2014) -
10. Nicholl et al. (2015a) - 11. Inserra et al. (2017a) - 12. Bose et al. (2017) - 13. Vreeswijk et al. (2017) - 14. Yan et al.
(2017a) - 15. Yan et al. (2015) - 16. Papadopoulos et al. (2015) - 17. Lunnan et al. (2016)
† Used as a test in the four observables parameter space (4OPS)
band light-curves, bolometric light-curve, temperature
and radius evolution, as well as line profiles in spectra.
A GP assumes that our variable y is randomly drawn
from a Gaussian distribution with a certain mean
and covariance (y ∼ f(µ, σ2)), and then considers
N such variables drawn from a multivariate Gaus-
sian distribution computing their joint probability den-
sity. This is Y ∼ f(m,K), where Y = (y1, ..., yN )T ,
m = (µ1, ..., µN )
T is the mean vector (transposed) and
K is the covariance matrix, called the ‘kernel’, having a
N ×N dimension of the form
K =

σ21 . . . cov(y1, yN )
...
. . .
...
cov(y1, yN ) . . . σ
2
N
 .
In the case of uncorrelated variables cov(yi, yj) = 0, this
becomes a diagonal matrix. This approach provides for
a probability distribution over functions and it allows
us to compute a confidence region for the underlying
model of our variable. A GP is hence specified by its
mean function and kernel.
To reach convergence of the distribution, the ker-
nel hyper-parameters are optimized using the maximum
likelihood method. We test several kernels to find the
most suitable covariance function for the objects in our
SLSN sample. The kernels we consider are an exponen-
tial sine squared kernel (suited for periodic functions),
a linear kernel, a polynomial kernel and a squared ex-
ponential kernel. As a basic metric for quality of fit we
compute the χ2, comparing the mean of the GP poste-
rior distribution to our data. We find that the ‘Matern-
3/2’ kernel gives the best fit. The kernel can be written
in terms of radius, r = |ai − aj |, as:
f(r) = c2
(
1 +
√
3 r
t
)
exp
(
−
√
3 r
t
)
, (1)
where c and t are the best fit hyper-parameters.
We use the Python package george (Ambikasaran
et al. 2014) to perform our GP regression. Figure 2 (top)
shows a comparison between the Matern-3/2 kernel and
a third-order polynomial fit. The GP fit is a better rep-
resentation of the data with respect to the polynomial,
meaning a lower χ2. Figure 2 also shows examples of the
GP fits to 400 nm data, while all the fits are reported in
Appendix A. As expected, when the data are sparse the
fit uncertainties are larger (bottom panel). A key ad-
vantage of the GP fitting is that the fit uncertainties, as
a function of phase, are naturally produced by the GP
fitting. Accurate uncertainties will be important for the
analysis in this paper. We further refer to Ivezic et al.
(2014) for a more in-depth analysis of advantages and
drawbacks of GPs in astronomy.
We fit our entire SLSN sample from -15 d (in the
400 nm band) to +55 d. Whenever the data or GP un-
certainties on the magnitude are smaller than those re-
ported by the survey that discovered the SLSN, we re-
place them with the typical survey photometric uncer-
tainties at the redshift of the SN (e.g., for the 400 nm
band, PS1 averaged uncertainties at z < 0.25 and
0.25 < z < 0.60 are 0.02 and 0.06 mag, while the DES
uncertainties at z < 0.60 and 0.60 < z < 0.90 are 0.04
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and 0.05 mag)2. The resulting fit magnitudes are re-
ported in Table 2, together with their uncertainties.
2.3. Line velocity measurements
Our final measurements concern the SLSN spectra,
and in particular the estimation of the photospheric ve-
locities. In core collapse SNe, Sc II λ6246, and subse-
quently Fe II λ5169, are the best available proxies to
trace the photospheric evolution due to their small op-
tical depth (Branch et al. 2002). In SLSN I spectra,
Sc II is not visible, but Fe II has been measured us-
ing several different approaches (e.g. Inserra et al. 2013;
Nicholl et al. 2015b; Liu et al. 2016).
We measure the line velocities in all spectra from +10
to +30 d. Before +10 d, the ionic component is weak
(Inserra et al. 2013) and contaminated by Fe III (Liu
et al. 2016). When spectra around 10± 2 d and 30± 2 d
are not available for a given SLSN, we estimate the ve-
locity from a least-squares fit of the measurements from
nearby epochs and account for an additional uncertainty
in the estimate using σfinal = ∆t/σmeasure, where ∆t is
the phase difference (in seconds) between the estimated
and measured epochs. Only 12 out of the 19 SLSNe have
spectra covering the wavelength region and the time-
frame of interest (see Table 2).
We measure the velocity from fits to the absorption
minima. We experiment with three different profiles for
the fits (Gaussian, skewed Gaussian, and Voight), find-
ing an overall agreement among the three profiles. We
repeat the measurements several times for each feature,
changing the continuum levels to better estimate the un-
certainties. We then use the mean of the measurements
as the final value, and the standard deviations as the un-
certainty estimate; the values are tabulated in Table 2.
This approach has been widely used in measuring the
line velocities of SLSNe I, with consistent results (e.g.
Pastorello et al. 2010; Chomiuk et al. 2011; Inserra et al.
2013; Smith et al. 2017).
We have also cross-checked our velocity measurements
using a GP approach (Section 2.2), fitting the wave-
length region from 4800 A˚ to 5200 A˚, and finding the
local minimum. We use the same Matern-3/2 ker-
nel as with the light curve fitting. As would be ex-
pected, given the greater flexibility, the GP fits usu-
ally return a χ2 comparable to or lower than the stan-
dard fitting procedure, with the advantage of improving
fitting/deblending multi-component profiles without a
biased prior knowledge of the feature types and num-
bers (e.g., absorptions/emissions with P-Cygni profiles,
2 Derived from SLSN PS1 and DES papers listed in Tables 2 & 1
and from DES private communications.
Lorentzian or Voight wings, etc.). However, to prop-
erly evaluate the uncertainties we need a kernel function
based on the uncertainties in the flux of the spectra.
This information is missing for ∼40% of our data set,
and hence we use the profile fitting to allow for consis-
tency in the approach.
Our measurements and line evolutions are broadly in
agreement with those of Liu et al. (2016), those re-
ported in the papers listed in Table 2, and the pho-
tospheric velocities reported by the modeling of Maz-
zali et al. (2016). The only noticeable difference is in
the velocity of Gaia16apd, where we found a decrease
of ∼1000 km s−1 over the phase range analyzed. This is
due to the presence of galaxy lines that make the fit more
complicated and biased by the choice of the number of
components to analyze. The Fe II λ5169 A˚ velocity mea-
surement is reported as that at +10 d, or v10 (km s
−1),
while the velocity evolution over the phase range from
10 d to 30 d post-peak is v˙ = −∆v/∆t (km s−1 day−1),
in a similar fashion to that used in SNe Ia (Benetti et al.
2005).
3. THE FOUR OBSERVABLES PARAMETER
SPACE (4OPS)
Having assembled our SLSN I data sample in Sec-
tion 2.1, we now investigate methods for classifying the
events based mainly on photometric data. Our light
curve fitting has provided smooth time-dependent light
curves in the 400 nm and 520 nm filters, together with
realistic estimates of the uncertainties at interpolated
epochs. We select various observational quantities for
which we can explore the classification potential, based
on the inferred decline rates (cf. the ∆M15 quantities
used in studies of SNe Ia), peak magnitudes, and colors.
Specifically, we use
1. The peak luminosity in the 400 nm filter, M(400)0;
2. The decline in magnitudes in the 400 nm filter over
the 30 days following peak brightness, ∆M(400)30;
3. The 400− 520 color at peak, M(400)0−M(520)0;
4. The 400 − 520 color at +30 days, M(400)30 −
M(520)30.
These four observational quantities are tabulated in Ta-
ble 2, and we visualize the relationships between them in
Figure 3, which we term the ‘four observables parameter
space’ (or 4OPS).
We use a Bayesian approach to evaluate a linear re-
gression of these parameters, allowing for the uncertain-
ties in both the x and y variables (see Section 2.2) and
any intrinsic scatter (see Kelly 2007, for further details).
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Table 2. Sample of SLSNe I. Associated errors in parentheses.
SN z Ref.a Type M(400)0 M(400)0-M(520)0 ∆M20(400) ∆M30(400) M(400)30-M(520)30 v10
b v˙ c
Gaia16apd 0.102 1 fast -21.87 (0.04) -0.18 (0.07) 0.69 (0.06) 1.30 (0.08) 0.28 (0.07) 13200 (2000) 50 (70)
PTF12dam 0.107 2 slow -21.70 (0.07) -0.23 (0.06) 0.31 (0.09) 0.40 (0.18) -0.09 (0.12) 9500 (1000) 5 (50)
SN2015bn 0.114 3 slow -21.92 (0.02) -0.15 (0.04) 0.36 (0.05) 0.66 (0.06) 0.04 (0.07) 9000 (1000) 25 (45)
SN2011ke 0.143 2 fast -21.23 (0.09) 0.04 (0.13) 0.89 (0.09) 1.63 (0.09) 0.59 (0.03) 17800 (2000) 280 (75)
SN2012il 0.175 2 fast -21.54 (0.10) -0.02 (0.11) 1.39 (0.17) 1.65 (0.17) 0.48 (0.13) 17500 (2000) 242.5 (100)
PTF11rks 0.190 2 fast -20.61 (0.05) 0.20 (0.06) 0.87 (0.07) 2.11 (0.11) 1.16 (0.15) 17200 (2000) 110 (100)
SN2010gx 0.230 2 fast -21.73 (0.02) -0.11 (0.02) 0.76 (0.03) 1.55 (0.04) 0.53 (0.03) 18500 (2000) 260 (100)
SN2011kf 0.245 2 fast -21.74 (0.15) - 0.52 (0.18) 1.03 (0.21) - - -
LSQ12dlf 0.255 2 fast -21.52 (0.03) 0.05 (0.03) 0.76 (0.04) 1.27 (0.11) 0.57 (0.10) 15600 (1000) 145 (32.5)
LSQ14mo 0.256 4,5 fast -21.04 (0.05) -0.08 (0.04) 1.30 (0.14) 2.23 (0.14) 0.61 (0.02) 14000 (1800) 130 (82.5)
PTF09cnd 0.258 2 fast -22.16 (0.08) - 0.71 (0.14) 1.04 (0.12) - - -
SN2013dg 0.265 2 fast -21.35 (0.05) -0.26 (0.08) 1.03 (0.06) 1.90 (0.08) 0.56 (0.10) 15700 (1000) 265 (55)
SN2005ap 0.283 2 fast -21.90 (0.04) - 0.85 (0.09) - - - -
PS1-11ap 0.524 2 slow -21.78 (0.03) -0.25 (0.03) 0.35 (0.04) 0.67 (0.05) -0.06 (0.05) 8800 (2500) 15 (87.5)
PS1-10bzj 0.650 2 fast -21.03 (0.06) 0.15 (0.11) 1.23 (0.32) 1.82 (0.26) 0.94 (0.25) - -
iPTF13ajg 0.740 6 fast -22.42 (0.07) -0.29 (0.09) 0.19 (0.10) 0.45 (0.10) -0.11 (0.09) 15500 (2000) 100 (100)
PS1-10ky 0.956 2 fast -22.05 (0.06) -0.06 (0.07) 0.61 (0.07) 1.20 (0.07) 0.25 (0.06) - -
SCP-06F6 1.189 2 fast -22.19 (0.03) - 0.57 (0.15) 0.96 (0.30) - - -
PS1-11bam 1.565 7,8 - -22.45 (0.10) - 0.36 (0.14) 0.60 (0.14) - - -
Test
iPTF13ehe 0.343 9 slow -21.58 (0.04) -0.29 (0.05) 0.08 (0.06) 0.22 (0.06) -0.10 (0.05) 10600 (2300) -
Outliers
PS1-14bj 0.521 10 - -20.44 (0.05) 0.22 (0.06) 0.03 (0.07) 0.07 (0.07) -0.01 (0.07) - -
DES13S2cmm 0.663 11 - -20.41 (0.05) -0.24 (0.06) 0.83 (0.09) 0.96 (0.13) 0.23 (0.14) - -
Note—a References for observed light curves and spectra: 1. Kangas et al. (2017) – 2. Inserra & Smartt (2014) and references therein – 3. Nicholl et al. (2016)
– 4. Chen et al. (2017b) – 5.Leloudas et al. (2015a) – 6. Vreeswijk et al. (2014) – 7. Berger et al. (2012) – 8. Lunnan et al. (2017) – 9. Yan et al. (2015) – 10.
Lunnan et al. (2016) – 11. Papadopoulos et al. (2015) .
b km s−1, measured from Fe II λ5169.
c km s−1 day−1, ∆v/∆t, where ∆t is measured from +10 to +30 d using Fe II λ5169.
Table 3. Fit parameters and statistical results of the four observables parameter space relations.
4OPS Panel x y N (objects) β α σ Variance Pearson
A ∆M(400)30 M(400)0 18 −22.62± 0.21 0.75± 0.15 0.32± 0.23 0.10± 0.05 0.82± 0.11
B M(400)30 - M(520)30 M(400)0 14 −22.02± 0.13 1.14± 0.26 0.29± 0.24 0.08± 0.05 0.87± 0.11
C ∆M(400)30 M(400)0 - M(520)0 14 −0.30± 0.11 0.16± 0.07 0.14± 0.12 0.02± 0.01 0.62± 0.24
D M(400)30 - M(520)30 M(400)0 - M(520)0 14 −0.22± 0.04 0.03± 0.09 0.08± 0.08 0.01± 0.01 0.84± 0.13
Note—Least squares fits for a Bayesian weighted linear regression with weighted errors both in x and y of the form η = β + α × x′ + , where
x = x′ + xerr and y = η + yerr. The σ is the standard deviation (in y) of this fit. The last column gives the Pearson correlation coefficient r.
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Figure 3. The Four Observables Parameter Space (4OPS) plot. Top left: peak luminosity of our literature SLSN I sample in
the 400 nm band (M(400)0) versus the decline in magnitude over 30 days ∆M(400)30. Top right: M(400)0 versus color at +30 d
(M(400)30 −M(520)30). Bottom left: peak color (M(400)0 −M(520)0) versus ∆M(400)30. Bottom right: M(400)0 −M(520)0
versus M(400)30 −M(520)30. 99.72% confidence bands from the Bayesian linear regression are also shown for each panel. The
four plots allow the definition of a main population of SLSN I regardless of the peak luminosity. A SLSN I will belong to the
main population if it falls in the confidence interval for the blue areas in the A and D panels or, alternatively, in the orange
areas of the B and C panels. 4OPS can also be used to predict missing observables for a SLSN.
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Figure 4. The Four Observables Parameter Space (4OPS) plot predictions. Left: if information is available only for panel A,
the prediction in panel D is the black shaded area of. Middle: if information for panels A and B is available, the predictions in
panels C and D is shown (solid black line). Right: for panels A and C, the prediction in B and D is shown (solid black line).
This process uses Bayesian inference that returns ran-
dom draws from the posterior. Convergence to the pos-
terior is performed using a Markov chain Monte Carlo
with 105 iterations. We note that the probability of re-
trieving a slope α = 0 from the random draws in our fits
is 0%, i.e., the correlations are highly significant.
As a final quality check before the definition of a like-
lihood area we use Chauvenet’s criterion, which is a sta-
tistical procedure that provides an objective and quan-
titative method for data rejection based on the stan-
dard deviation of a distribution. It compares the abso-
lute value of the difference between the suspected out-
liers and the mean of the sample divided by the sample
standard deviation. We apply that in the light-curve
and color evolution space, and identify two such out-
liers, DES13S2cmm and PS1-14bj, which for example
have a δy(theory−measure)/σ of ∼5 (DES13S2cmm) and
∼7 (PS1-14bj) for the peak-decline relation (see Panel
A of Figure 3), and hence greater than the Chauvenet
threshold of 2.20, valid for a sample of 18 objects (cf.
Table 2).
Using the weighted linear regression fits on our final
sample (see Table 2) and their standard deviation (σ),
we define a 3σ region as the likelihood area in which our
sample of SLSNe I lie (see Table 3 for the fit parame-
ters). We use this area to define the photometric prop-
erties of a SLSN I events – by construction, it includes
all SLSNe I in our sample with sufficient photometric
sampling and that do not exhibit peculiarities such as
clear interaction or double-peaked light curves.
In Figure 3, the two sets of diagonal panels (i.e., pan-
els A/D and panels B/C) each display information from
all four variables, and thus contain complementary in-
formation; the adjacent panels (both horizontally and
vertically) contain ancillary information. The adjacent
panels can also be used to predict the values (with a 3σ
uncertainty) of the other two missing variables. For ex-
ample, if the peak luminosity (M(400)0) and luminosity
decline (∆M(400)30) are measured, the SLSN colors at
peak and at +30 days can be reliably estimated (left
of Figure 4). If we have information on three out of
four observables, we can predict the fourth one with a
higher precision, namely 3σ of the strongest among the
two correlations using the missing observables (middle
and right in Figure 4). This could be useful in current
and future surveys when a band, or measurement, is not
sampled due to redshift, cadence or adverse weather.
A SLSN I belonging to the main population has to be
in both the blue regions in Figure 3 (A and D panels)
or, alternatively, in both the two orange regions perpen-
diculars to the blue (B and C panels). This allows us
to define the bulk of the SLSNe I without any arbitrary
magnitude limit. As a consequence, the hypersurfaces
can be used to identify/classify objects as SLSNe I in
future and current surveys (e.g. PS1, PTF and DES SN
sample Lunnan et al. 2017; De Cia et al. 2017, Angus
et al. in prep.) when a spectroscopic evolution is not
available. However, other peculiar objects can populate
the same parameter space (see next two paragraphs)
and hence at least a spectrum might be warranted (see
Section 4).
We note that the outliers represent 5% of the full lit-
erature SLSN I sample and 9% of those passing the se-
lection criteria in Section 2.1. This implies that the def-
inition of a SLSN I is achieved with a confidence level
of at least 90% which, according to Dixon’s Q test, is
statistically significant.
To test this approach, we measured the same quanti-
ties for a literature SLSN I showing an Hα profile and
slower light curve after 150 days, namely iPTF13ehe
(Yan et al. 2015). We find iPTF13ehe lies in all the
areas and close to three slow-evolving SLSNe I (see Fig-
SLSN identification and diversity 9
ure 5 and Table 2). In this case we infer that iPTF13ehe,
despite its late-time behavior, is consistent with a main
population SLSN I.
Figure 5 also shows a SLSN I outlier (PS1-14bj)
together with other literature SNe of all types, cor-
rected for Galactic and host extinction. Only SLSNe
IIn, such as SN2006gy, and potentially some super-
Chandrasekhar (SC) type Ia SNe (e.g., SN2009dc) pop-
ulate the same part of the parameter space as SLSNe I.
However, the spectra of these classes appear quite dif-
ferent from SLSNe I. Normal H-poor SNe, such as type
Ia, Ic and broad-line Ic fall below the likelihood area in
panel A, as they are fainter and do not evolve as fast as
the relationship would predict. Moreover, type Ic and
broad-line Ic SNe have redder colors than SLSNe I at
peak and 30 days (Panel D of Figure 5), as expected from
the spectroscopic evolution of SLSNe I that at 30 days
resembles a type Ic SN at peak (Pastorello et al. 2010;
Inserra et al. 2013). Furthermore, a superluminous tidal
disruption event (e.g. ASASSN-15lh, Leloudas et al.
2016), which has also been suggested to be a SLSN I
(e.g. Dong et al. 2016), falls outside the likelihood area
since it is brighter and bluer than the main population
of SLSNe I.
4. PHOTOSPHERIC VELOCITY VERSUS
PHOTOMETRIC OBSERVABLES
As discussed in the introduction, it is unclear if both
fast- and slow-evolving SLSNe I are two different man-
ifestations of the same explosion mechanism, or in-
trinsically different transients (in terms of combination
of powering mechanisms and/or progenitor scenario,
e.g. Gal-Yam 2012; Nicholl et al. 2015b; Inserra et al.
2017a). Combining photometric and spectroscopic mea-
surements of a SN class can in principle reveal important
physical information, or the existence of classes and/or
subclasses of transients (e.g. Hamuy 2003; Benetti et al.
2005; Gutie´rrez et al. 2017). To investigate we employ
a similar method to that used for SNe Ia (Benetti et al.
2005), using our photospheric velocity measurements
from Section 2.3 (Table 2).
We initially compare the Fe II velocity at +10 d with
our photometric observables in Figure 6, using the 4OPS
variables and the decline rate over 20 days in the 400 nm
filter (∆M(400)20), easier to measure for high-redshift
and/or fast-evolving objects. We then perform a par-
titional cluster analysis, for each combination shown in
Figures 6, using the K-means methodology.
Such a cluster analysis separates samples in groups
of equal variance, minimizing the within-cluster sum
of squared criterion to find the centroids of the groups
(Ralambondrainy 1995). To choose the ideal number of
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Figure 5. Our SLSNe I test object (iPTF13ehe), the outliers
PS1-14bj and DES13S2cmm, and various other SN types
in the parameter space of Figure 3. The only type of SN
that could appear in the same region as SLSNe I are the
very bright type IIn (SLSNe IIn) and possibly superchandra
type Ia (Ia SC). Data references: type Ia SN2011fe (Brown
et al. 2014; Pereira et al. 2013); type Ic SN1994I (Richmond
et al. 1996); type broad-line (BL) Ic SN1998bw (Patat et al.
2001); tidal disruption event (TDE) ASASSN-15lh (Dong
et al. 2016; Leloudas et al. 2016); hydrogen-rich interact-
ing SLSN IIn S2006gy (Smith et al. 2007), type Ia-CSM/IIn
SN2005gj (Aldering et al. 2006; Prieto et al. 2007), super-
chandra (SC) type Ia SN2009dc (Taubenberger et al. 2011)
.
clusters, we initially applied a Gaussian Mixture Model
using an expectation-maximization algorithm (Fraley &
Raftery 2002), and subsequently we searched for the
ideal number of clusters (the K in K-means and ranging
from 1 to 9) through the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC, Schwarz 1978), which has a probabilistic interpre-
tation (Kass & Raftery 1995). That creates a function
(f(K)) dependent on the number of clusters. The high-
est absolute value of the second derivative of the func-
tion returns the ideal number of clusters. We show the
results of this test in Figure 6.
This statistical approach reveals the presence of
two well-separated clusters in all of the spectro-
scopic/photometric observable parameter spaces (see
Figure 6), allowing a natural grouping of SLSNe that
can be investigated using other relationships. We also
run a Monte Carlo Markov Chain with 105 iterations,
allowing the data to vary inside the uncertainties. We
retrieve similar clusters between 95% and 97% of the
10 Inserra et al.
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Figure 6. Fe ii λ5169 velocities at +10 d versus various photometric observables. A partitional cluster analysis using K-means
methodology finds the same two classes of SLSNe I in each plot. BIC curves are reported for each cluster in the first and fourth
row. In the fourth column we show the histogram of the velocities. The bin dimension has been chosen accordingly with Sturges’
formula, which accounts only for data size and it is optimal for smaller data sets.
cases, with the only exception in the peak luminosity
versus the Fe II velocity at +10 d, in which we retrieved
similar clusters in ∼90% of the cases.
On the basis of the results of the cluster analysis, we
then further investigate the spectroscopic evolution of
the two clusters comparing their initial photospheric ve-
locity with their photospheric evolution. The compari-
son shown in Figure 7 suggests that the higher the pho-
tospheric velocity, the larger the gradient and hence the
faster the velocity decreases. We also perform a parti-
tional cluster analysis on the measurements of Figure 7
finding again the same two clusters of the above analy-
sis. Therefore, combining the information of the cluster
analysis together with those of Figures 6 and 7, we out-
line the following SLSN I subclasses:
1. A first group (‘Fast’), consisting of SLSNe I with
fast-evolving light curves, a broad range of peak
colors (−0.3 . M(400)0 −M(520)0 . 0.2), and a
broad color evolution with red objects becoming
redder faster (Panel D of Figure 3). They have
higher expansion velocities (v10 & 12000 km s−1)
and large velocity gradients.
2. A second group (‘Slow’), consisting of SLSNe I
with slow-evolving light curves, a narrow range of
peak colors, and a color evolution of only 0.2 mag
in 30 days following peak brightness (panels in Fig-
ure 3). They have lower expansion velocities com-
pared to the fast group (v10 . 10000 km s−1), and
a low velocity gradient.
We can distinguish between these two subgroups of
SLSNe I by combining almost any photometric observ-
able with a spectrum taken around +10 d. We applied
this to iPTF13ehe, our test SLSN I that passed the cut
in the 4OPS (see Figure 3) and hence defined as a main
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Figure 7. Left panel: Fe II λ5169 velocity evolution from
+10 to +30 days (v˙) versus Fe II λ5169 velocities at +10 d.
Right panel: histogram of the velocity evolution, with the
bin dimension chosen using Sturges’ formula, which accounts
only for data size and it is optimal for smaller data sets.
population SLSN, and found that to be clustered with
the Slow group.
5. IMPLICATIONS FOR SLSNE I
In this paper we have used various photometric mea-
surements of SLSNe I to identify a main population of
SLSN events, which remains the primary purpose of our
work. In this section, we discuss the implications of our
results.
5.1. Consequences of the four observables parameter
space
The parameter space of Figure 3 may in principle be
used to help physically understand the explosion mech-
anisms of these transients. Relationships between the
change in luminosity in one band (panel A) and the
color evolution (panel B), and the broad band behav-
ior of a SN at a given epoch (panels C & D) are broad
reflections of the physical properties of the SN ejecta
(i.e. diffusion time, opacity and temperature). The cor-
relation shown within panel A is likely a reflection of
the diffusion time of the ejecta – similar to that seen
within SNe Ia (Phillips 1993). However, as we do not
consider the light curves of SLSNe I to be radioactively
driven (e.g. Nicholl et al. 2013; Inserra et al. 2017a), for
SLSNe I this correlation is unlikely to be solely related
to the mass of the ejecta produced.
On the other hand, the tight relation presented in
panel D of the 4OPS (see Figure 3 and Table 3) be-
tween the color observed at peak and at +30 d suggests
that these two are correlated by one physical parameter
only, which could be the temperature or the radius.
A wide range of possibilities have been postulated to
explain SLSN I luminosities, such as the rapid spin-down
of a magnetar (e.g. Kasen & Bildsten 2010; Woosley
2010; Dessart et al. 2012), the interaction between the
SN ejecta and the surrounding CSM previously ejected
from the massive central star (e.g. Chatzopoulos et al.
2012; Woosley 2017), and a pair instability explosion
(e.g. Kozyreva et al. 2017). For all three models there
are multiple parameters at play in the production of
the overall luminosity and color evolution of the tran-
sient. As such, the linking of an observed behavior to a
dominant physical parameter becomes complex. For ex-
ample, a magnetar magnetic field strength, spin-period
and explosion ejecta mass are all factors in the lumi-
nosity evolution (Kasen & Bildsten 2010), whilst within
the interaction model, the mass of the ejecta, its density
profile and distribution coupled with the mass, distance
and volume of the CSM shell must be considered (e.g.
Chatzopoulos et al. 2013; Woosley 2017).
At present there are no model predictions that aptly
describe the broad-band behavior shown in Figure 3.
This could be due to the fact that the diffusion time
not only depends upon the ejected mass, but also on
the ejecta velocity and its opacity to optical-wavelength
photons. Opacities, in particular, are determined by the
temperature and composition of the ejecta and therefore
may vary with time during the SLSN I evolution (Maz-
zali et al. 2016). Thus, explaining the relation observed
within any of panels A, B and C of the 4OPS with any
of the above suggested scenarios is not trivial. Nonethe-
less, the presence of the relations hints that a pure ra-
diative transfer in the SN ejecta should be at play and
any model that aims to explain such SNe should take
these observational properties into account.
The primary purpose of our work is to define a main
population of SLSNe I. Within the context of a mag-
netar powered event, favored by several observational
studies (e.g. Chen et al. 2015; Nicholl et al. 2015b; Smith
et al. 2016; Inserra et al. 2016a), the behavior observed
could be explained by the magnetar energy injection al-
ways occurring at a certain time (e.g., shortly after the
explosion). Such a scenario would allow the diffusion
time of the ejecta to be comparable to the time needed
for the SN to reach peak luminosity (i.e., panel A). An
injection this early would also provide the rotational en-
ergy needed to overwhelm the initial thermal energy of
the SN explosion, and hence provide the energy source
which drives the main peak of the light curve (Kasen
& Bildsten 2010). Such a population of engine driven
SLSNe I would be composed of brighter objects that
are overall bluer and more slowly evolving than dimmer
events. Moreover, redder objects in this main popula-
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tion would evolve faster in both luminosity and color as
inferred from Figure 3, panel D, and previously shown
by Inserra & Smartt (2014).
Objects outside the main population of SLSNe I, but
with a luminosity evolution that could be explained by
an inner engine, have already been found (e.g. Greiner
et al. 2015; Kann et al. 2016, and the Dark Energy Sur-
vey collaboration, private communications), but their
spectrophotometric evolution is different to SLSNe I,
and this is reflected in Figure 5. These objects could
belong to a similar engine-driven transient family, only
here the injected energy and/or the timescale over which
it is injected would be somewhat different.
5.2. Consequences of the cluster analysis and
photopsheric velocity evolution
The analysis of Section 4 returns two subclasses, which
are outlined in terms of spectrophotometric evolution
during the first 30 days from peak, as well as a dis-
tinct photospheric velocity behavior. In the context of
the magnetar scenario, the almost flat velocity evolution
exhibited by the slow subclass, and their overall slower
velocity, suggests that the photosphere reaches the in-
ternal shell created by the magnetar bubble (see eq. 7
in Kasen & Bildsten 2010) earlier than in the fast sub-
class. Fast SLSNe I with a high photospheric velocity
also have a larger velocity gradient. This could be re-
lated to additional energy deposited by the magnetar
into the ejecta (Dessart et al. 2012). Such energy is a
function of the spin period (see eq. 1 in Kasen & Bild-
sten 2010), and faster rotation would imply more energy
and hence faster ejecta.
The almost frozen spectral evolution exhibited after
peak by slow SLSNe I (Nicholl et al. 2016; Inserra et al.
2017a) supports our findings and the idea that the pho-
tosphere reaches the inner shell earlier than in the fast
events. In addition, the slow events show forbidden lines
earlier, suggesting they become optically thin earlier.
This could be explained by a high amount of oxygen
(∼ 10M, Jerkstrand et al. 2017), whose recombination
could hasten the process.
Generally, differences in properties in SN subclasses,
and hence between the slow and the fast, could be due to
different degrees of mixing or geometry (Leloudas et al.
2015a; Inserra et al. 2016a; Leloudas et al. 2017), which
is true regardless of the source of additional luminosity.
The photospheric velocity depends on the the optical
depth, for which the heavy elements with higher line
opacities are the prime contributor. A more efficient
mixing of heavy elements in the outer ejecta might re-
sult in an initial higher photospheric velocity, whereas a
less efficient one could lead to slow velocity and constant
temperature. The gradient evolution may also be ex-
plained in terms of the ejecta density structure or of the
photosphere moving to non-mixed layers of the ejecta.
5.3. Consequences for standardization
Figure 3 can be used to define a homogeneous popula-
tion of events, with 90% of previously classified SLSNe I
meeting our definition, for further study in a cosmolog-
ical context. This can be used for current (e.g,. DES,
Pan-STARRS) and new generation (e.g., LSST, Euclid
and WFIRST ) surveys to identify/classify (also in real
time) SLSNe I. This would allow identification even
without a spectroscopic evolution, important given rel-
atively limited spectroscopic resources. Moreover, with
only a spectrum at +10 days, the identification can be
confirmed as well as distinguishing between the fast and
slow subgroups. This, together with Figure 3, strength-
ens further the possibility to use them as standardizable
candles at high-redshift. The next logical step is to dis-
cern the two subclasses only with photometry and/or
to move this analysis to shorter wavelengths (e.g., the
rest-frame ultraviolet) allowing higher redshifts to be
studied.
Software: snake (Inserra et al. 2016b), george (Am-
bikasaran et al. 2014)
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Figure 8. Gaussian process fits in the 400nm band for all SLSNe listed in Table 2, with the exception of those shown in
Figure 2. The test object (iPTF13ehe) and the two outliers (PS1-14bj, DES13S2cmm) are highlighted by fits of different colors.
GP fits are solid lines, while the uncertainties (68% confidence interval) are the shaded areas.
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Figure 9. Gaussian process fits in the 520nm band for all SLSNe listed in Table 2. The test object (iPTF13ehe) and the two
outliers (PS1-14bj, DES13S2cmm) are highlighted by fits of different colors.GP fits are solid lines, while the uncertainties (68%
confidence interval) are the shaded areas. The phase t = 0 is given by the 400nm band fits in Figure 8.
